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How to Actually, Truly Focus on What You r̓e Doing
Tired: Shallow work. Wired: Deep work.

By Tim Herrera

Jan. 13, 2019

Welcome to the Smarter Living newsletter! Every Monday, S.L. editor Tim Herrera emails readers with tips and advice for living
a better, more fulfilling life. Sign up here to get it in your inbox.

Here’s what my browser generally looks like: work email in the left-most tab, always open. TweetDeck in the next one, always
open. A few Google Docs tabs with projects I’m working on, followed by my calendar, Facebook, YouTube, this publication’s
website and about 10 stories I want to read — along with whatever random shiny thing comes across my desktop. (Not to
mention my iPhone constantly nagging me, though I’ve mostly fixed that problem.)

This is no way to work! It’s awful, and my attention is divided across a dozen different things. My situation is far from unique,
and most people who do most of their work on a computer know it all too well.

Enter “deep work,” a concept coined by one of my favorite thinkers in this space, Cal Newport. He published a book in 2016 by
that name, and in it he details his philosophy and strategy for actually focusing on the things we can do and accomplish.

This week I’ve invited Cal, whose new book, “Digital Minimalism,” comes out next month, to talk about how to do deep work,
why it matters and how we can use it in our lives.

Tim Herrera: Hey, Cal! Thanks so much for chatting with me this week. For those who don’t know: What exactly is deep
work?

Cal Newport: Deep work is my term for the activity of focusing without distraction on a cognitively demanding task. It
describes, in other words, when you’re really locked into doing something hard with your mind.

TH: So, like, closing your email tab or putting your phone in a drawer?

CN: Right. In order for a session to count as deep work there must be zero distractions. Even a quick glance at your phone or
email inbox can significantly reduce your performance due to the cost of context switching.

TH: You use a term in your book to describe that feeling: attention residue. What exactly do you mean by that, and what’s the
reason for it? Is there a way to actually avoid it?

CN: Every time you switch your attention from one target to another and then back again, there’s a cost. This switching
creates an effect that psychologists call attention residue, which can reduce your cognitive capacity for a non-trivial amount of
time before it clears. If you constantly make “quick checks” of various devices and inboxes, you essentially keep yourself in a
state of persistent attention residue, which is a terrible idea if you’re someone who uses your brain to make a living.

[Like what you’re reading? Sign up here for the Smarter Living newsletter to get stories like this (and much more!) delivered
straight to your inbox every Monday morning.]

TH: You outline the four rules of deep work in your book, which I think is a great place to start for someone who’s just
learning about these ideas. Let’s go through them. What is the first rule of deep work, and how do I apply it to my life?

CN: The first rule is to “work deeply.” The idea here is that if you want to successfully integrate more deep work into your
professional life, you cannot just wait until you find yourself with lots of free time and in the mood to concentrate. You have to
actively fight to incorporate this into your schedule. It helps, for example, to include deep work blocks on my calendar like
meetings or appointments and then protect them as you would a meeting or appointment.

TH: And that has a lot to do with habit formation vs. willpower, too, right?
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CN: Right. Deep work is demanding, and our brains, which are evolved to avoid unnecessary energy expenditure, therefore
try to avoid it if possible. We’re simply not evolved to give concentration the same priority that we might give to evading a
charging lion. Therefore, you cannot rely on willpower alone. You need all the help you can get to trick yourself into getting
started with this activity.

TH: So, great, we’ve got a strategy to build habits around deep work and to actually do it. What’s rule two?

CN: The second rule is to “embrace boredom.” The broader point here is that the ability to concentrate is a skill that you have
to train if you expect to do it well. A simple way to get started training this ability is to frequently expose yourself to boredom.
If you instead always whip out your phone and bathe yourself in novel stimuli at the slightest hint of boredom, your brain will
build a Pavlovian connection between boredom and stimuli, which means that when it comes time to think deeply about
something (a boring task, at least in the sense that it lacks moment-to-moment novelty), your brain won’t tolerate it.

TH: Which is a perfect segue into your third rule of deep work.

CN: The third rule is to “quit social media.” The basic idea is that people need to be way more intentional and selective about
what apps and services they allow into their digital lives. If you only focus on possible advantages, you’ll end up, like so many
of us today, with a digital life that’s so cluttered with thrumming, shiny knots of distraction pulling at our attention and
manipulating our moods that we end up a shell of our potential. In “Deep Work,” I introduced this idea mainly to help
professionals protect their ability to focus, but it hit a nerve, and eventually evolved into the popular digital minimalism
movement that I’ve been writing about more recently.

For example, I’ve never had a social media account, and though I may have missed out on various small advantages here and
there, I’m convinced that it has had large positive impacts on my professional output and personal satisfaction.

TH: Which brings us full circle to your final rule of deep work: “Drain the shallows.” What does that mean, and how do we do
it?

CN: “Shallow work” is my term for anything that doesn’t require uninterrupted concentration. This includes, for example,
most administrative tasks like answering email or scheduling meetings. If you allow your schedule to become dominated by
shallow work, you’ll never find time to do the deep efforts that really move the needle. It’s really important, therefore, that you
work to aggressively minimize optional shallow work and then be very organized and productive about how you execute what
remains. It’s not that shallow work is bad, but that its opposite, deep work, is so valuable that you have to do everything you
can to make room for it.

TH: That’s perfect. I’m taking this to be permission to ignore all of my emails, and now I’m going to go delete my Twitter.
Thanks so much for chatting, Cal. Any last words on how we can make deep work work in our lives?

CN: When it comes to topics like distraction in the workplace, my philosophy is that instead of focusing too much on what’s
bad about distractions, it’s important to step back and remember what’s so valuable about its opposite. Concentration is like a
super power in most knowledge work pursuits. If you take the time to cultivate this power, you’ll never look back.

How do you find focus in your work? Let me know on Twitter at @timherrera.

Have a great week!

— Tim

Best of Smarter Living
The Gear You Need for a New Year (and a New You) You need resolve more than equipment to make your resolutions real, but
a few special things can keep you inspired and use those gift cards you got for the holidays.

Train Your Brain Like a Memory Champion If you have trouble remembering names, faces or phone numbers, these tips from
memory champions and neuroscientists can help.

Want to Relax? Try Yoga Stress is ever-present. Fortunately, we’ve got yoga, which is proven to help reduce stress and the
health effects it causes. We’ll show you how to get started.

Five Carry-On Essentials for Travelers Who Love to Pack Light It may seem counterintuitive, but packing less lets you do
more. Here are some carry-on ideas that can handle multiple tasks so you carry less baggage, and can explore freely.
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How to Dodge a Market Dip That Threatens Your Retirement The recent volatility in the stock market can make older
investors feel vulnerable. Here are some strategies to make sure your money lasts as long as you do.

Rebooting the Bathroom Installing new tile might not be the easiest way to refresh your bathroom, but it can be the most
effective.

Does It Pay to Be a Writer? A new study found that most authors’ incomes are below the poverty line.

Tip of the Week
This week I’ve invited the writer Stephanie Dubick to tell us how to ask our parents questions that matter.

We spend a lot of time cultivating different relationships in our lives. From best friends to significant others, casual
acquaintances to semi-awkward relationships with co-workers, we learn a lot about one another through the bonds we build.

But what about our relationship with our parents? While we might look to those who raised us for guidance, support and
discussions about when we might be moving out, we can also look to them for more intimate conversations, to understand
who they are and where they came from. Parents are people, too, right? Why not get to know them better?

First things first: Ask them about themselves. Ask them about their childhood, what it was like growing up where they did,
what their relationship was like with their parents, regrets they have and important lessons they’ve learned. If you’re looking
to clear up what happened with a divorce, or to understand a family secret you’ve been hearing about for years, go for it. Ask
away! Questions like these can evolve into larger conversations that reveal aspects about our parents we never knew before.
It can give us a deeper sense of identity, and it may clear up past issues or traumas.

Of course, our relationship with our parents varies. Sometimes we get along with them, sometimes we don’t. But, if you’re
looking to improve a connection, or to learn about your parents’ past, go ahead, ask them a question or two (or three) and
learn a little bit about the people who raised you. You may learn a lot about yourself.

Tim Herrera is the founding editor of Smarter Living, where he edits and reports stories about living a better, more fulfilling life. He was previously a reporter and
editor at The Washington Post. @timherrera •  Facebook
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